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Each of us was created by God with specific and unique purpose that we need to understand and accomplish. At an early age, we as their guardians need to help and guide them in understanding their beautiful purpose on earth, the potential of every child is so great that in his growing years, he needs people who will be patient enough to help him discover his purpose and people who will assist them to develop their potential. The way we mold them will being a great impact in their lives and will affect their future and behavior.

Molding and training the child is the responsibility not only of parents but it is also a challenging role of a teachers. Since our learners stay in school in a long period of time, the way we guide them will have a strong influence and impact in their attitudes and perspective in life. As educators, we are responsible in making sure that each of our learners will go the way he should and will grow as a good person. While it is true that the training of a child begins at home, we need to understand that the school plays a vital role in bringing out the best in each child.

If we want to see a brighter future for our pupils or for the youth in this modern generation, there must be individual who are willing to sacrifice in molding our children. There must be people who will spend time to train them the values that they need to learn, and teachers are included in this challenging role. Until every teacher commits
himself in doing this, our children will never be trained the way they should go and their lives will be wasted.

As part of the school system, we as teachers need to shoulder our goals of overseeing the growth and development of our learners and commit our heart in walking with our kids until see them being independent and attain a well-rounded personality. All of these must be accepted as challenge on our part as educators.
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